One Two One cabinetry
ColorMatch
TM

TM

Thousands of new paint colors,
including the one you’re looking for.

880 Maple | Matched to Behr® Flowing Breeze*

600 Maple | Matched to Sherwin-Williams® Stop*

745 Maple | Matched to Sherwin-Williams® Vital Yellow*
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Get the color
you want.
Even if it’s not
in our catalog.
Sometimes, you want a color that's a little different. Now, when that’s the case,
you don’t have to compromise. We’ll match an array of Behr®*, Benjamin Moore®*,
Sherwin-Williams®* or Valspar®* paint colors.
Once you have found a color that works for your space, lighting and personal
style—we can deliver that color in a One Two OneTM cabinetry kitchen.

*Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners, and are used for identification purposes only.
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Brighten the mood
of your kitchen.
A bright, sunny accent. An unexpectedly bold choice up top, with a neutral below.
Or vice versa. Even a little splash can transform a room.
With One Two OneTM cabinetry ColorMatchTM, you can play with even more paint
choices for mixing and matching.
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755 Maple | Matched to Valspar® Smoke Infusion*
Island & Hood: 755 Cherry | Slate

Pops of color. Punches of color. Every room could use a little personality.
A parameter of light green wall cabinets creates a warm accent to the space. These elements
nicely complement our Slate hood and island, while the wood-grain floors anchor the
space with deeper hues.

*Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners, and are used for identification purposes only.
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890 Maple | Moonshine

island:

890 Maple | Matched to Benjamin Moore® Apache Red*

Friends and family will know they’ve come to the right address.
“It’s so you,” visitors will tell you when the room displays your signature style. For example,
this burgundy transforms the island from a piece that’s merely functional to a room-defining
statement against the backdrop of our Moonshine cabinets.
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600 Maple | Matched to Benjamin Moore® Pumpkin Spice*

base and partial wall cabinets:

600 Maple | Onyx

When you’re picking vibrant colors, the slightest tint makes a big difference.
A wider selection means you can find the right one. Here, a warm shade of orange pairs with
our Onyx paint for a contrasting-yet-complementary color scheme.

*Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners, and are used for identification purposes only.
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Built for a lifetime.
Premium performance
is essential. Not extra.
Everything we build is designed to withstand daily wear and tear—and that includes ColorMatch™ paints. Same high standards.
Same craftsmanship. Same Premium topcoat Finishing System, to protect against whatever comes their way—sloshing drinks,
spilling food, slamming into the doors, and whatever else you warn the kids not to do.

How to order a
One Two One cabinetry
ColorMatch Kitchen.
TM

TM

Step 1: Order A Sample Door
Before ordering the full kitchen, we require customers to order a sample door. That way, you see
the paint and door style in the space to make sure you're happy before you commit.
You can also get multiple samples to compare colors or doors.
To order a sample, talk to your One Two OneTM cabinetry designer today!
Step 2: Review The Sample
Review the sample at home in various lights. In the event there’s a question about whether the
sample matches the selected color, talk to your designer right away.
Step 3: Place An Order
You will have six months to approve the door and place your full cabinet order.
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Important!
Talk to your One Two OneTM cabinetry designer about
options for finishing the look!

Basic Finished End

This skin option will match the color, but
not the door style—a nice, straightforward
solution.

Integrated End

Matching End Panel

Simple and easy. Matches your door style
and covers the whole side of the cabinet.

Basic Finished End with
Replacement Door

This look provides more detail and matches
to the door style chosen.

Operational End

A fully functioning door on the end of the
cabinet will match, and give full access from
either side.

Both the front and side of the cabinet will
show the door profile, as a decorative door
is built into the end panel of the cabinet.
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620 Maple | Matched to Valspar® Heirloom Red*
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base:

620 Maple | Pebble Grey

Now One Two One
cabinetry can say
“yes” to more color.
TM

ColorMatchTM means the entire One Two OneTM cabinetry catalog is available in a
vast selection of colors and shades and variations. It’s a big deal: One Two OneTM
cabinetry in the color you want.
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